
Huawei K3565 (Vodafone)

manufacturer: Huawei

model: K3565

interface: USB 2.0 (A plug)

GSM frequency bands: 850, 900, 1800, 1900

UMTS frequency bands: 900, 2100

HSDPA: 3,6 MBit/s

HSUPA: -

EDGE: 236,8 KBit/s

GPRS: 57,6 KBit//s

CSD: ?

connector for ext. antenna: + (covered by housing)

connector type: CRC9

internal antenna diversity: +

voice telephony: + (enabled by default)

NAND-flashmemory: + (80 MB)

microSD-drive: + (up to 8GB)

hardware versions: CD25TCPU

rebranded versions: Vodafone K3565-H

Vodafone sells two different versions of the K3565:
K3565-H which is a Huawei E160X (Rev.2 models carry the hardware ID "K3565 - Rev.2" printed on the back of the device)
K3565-Z which is produced by ZTE

Those two version are not only produced by two different companies, but they are also technically total different. Since the K3565-Z was introduced by Vodafone only in 2009, the earlier version
from Huawei was only designated K3565 (without "-H").

Unlocking
unlock codes are available free of charge at http://a-zgsm.com/huawei.php
To unlock your device, put in a third-party SIM card, start Mobile Partner and after entering the PIN code, the unlock code will be required.

Debranding
see debranding Huawei modems

Disable/revive flashdrive
The integrated flashdrive of the E160 can be disabled by executing the following AT-command:
at^u2diag=256
If your modem answers ERROR, instead you can use command:
at^u2diag=0
Unfortunately this command will also disable the microSD-drive.
To revive the flashdrive and the microSD-drive execute:
at^u2diag=255

More at page Huawei AT-commands
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Exposing the antenna connector on the K3565
Guide: http://www.instructables.com/id/Huawei-E160X-Vodafone-K3565-3G-dongle-external-a/

Weblinks
product page of manufacturer:
support page of manufacturer:
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yance Vodafone K3565 (Huawei) bricked :-( 0 Apr 15 2012, 12:07 PM EDT by yance

 

Thread started: Apr 15 2012, 12:07 PM EDT  Watch

Hi,

Not sure if anyone can suggest anything to help but here goes:
I found this modem lying around with an old, now expired vodafone SIM. After some googling I thought I should be able to unlock it and enable voice.
Unlock worked fine and I've had it going on a cpl of laptops. I updated the firmware to the latest version (11.609.10.00.00.B716) and all was working OK.
I then tried to enable voice with the AT command AT^CVOICE=0. I then also issued another cpl of commands (because I copied and pasted the wrong one and also because I
didn't know what I was doing) which were AT^U2DIAG=255 and AT^U2DIAG=267

Anyway, following a reboot the result is it's no longer detected as a modem. (Same in 2 other PCs) and hence I can't do anything including issuing other AT commands that may
reverse it (because there's no device to point them at).

I appreciate it serves me right but I wondered if there's anything I can attempt before I throw it out?

Cheers for any help

Steve

Keyword tags: E160 E160G E160E E160X K3565) unlock code unlock code for E160
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